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Abstract— This paper analyses the problem of
time-synchronization of distributed sensor nodes. We
present a Syncob, a method for synchronizing an
arbitrary number of nodes in a distributed setting
without the requirements of an infrastructure, master
node or time and resource consuming protocol
overhead. Syncob is therefore also very good suited
for highly mobile settings with ad-hoc communication.
Syncob is implemented as a physical layer protocol and
provides a time synchronization deviation of max. 4µs
between any participating node. Our implementation
on low-cost pPart sensor nodes shows that Syncob
requires very low overhead and very low complexity
for hardware and software.
Keywords— time-synchronization, distributed synchronization, superimposed radio signal, collaborative
protocols, cooperative transmission

I. Introduction
Wireless Sensor Networks are an attractive way to
monitor and control the physical world in an unobtrusive and ad-hoc manner. In a wireless sensor network, a
potentially high number of sensor nodes are connected
through wireless ad-hoc and multi-hop communication.
Many new applications have been proposed using wireless
sensor networks for precision agriculture, border security,
geophysical monitoring and logistics. Wireless sensor networks are an excellent example for a distributed system:
they consist of small, independent entities collaborating
for a superior purpose.
Sensor nodes normally have an independent power supply like a battery and use methods of energy harvesting
like solar cells. To control the limited energy resources
eﬃciently, wireless sensor networks typically undergo periodic sleep-cycles to save energy. To collaborate for a
common application, wireless sensor nodes have to be precisely coordinated including calibration and coordination
for multi-hop communication. Much of the coordination
relies on time synchronization among the nodes as e.g.
multi-hop communication and periodic sleep times is not
possible, when nodes’ wake-up cycles are not synchronized. Monitoring of physical events often also requires
marking sensor values with according time stamps of a
global clock. Besides these two examples, there are many
other examples for the necessity of time-synchronization
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in wireless sensor network, which is widely agreed to be a
central building brick for these systems [1], [2].
In this paper, our target application platform is the
low-end area of sensor networks. The methods we propose should work on simple sensor nodes and do not
require sophisticated signal processing or handling of
large amount of data. Before we present a solution we
will analyze which network layer is suitable for such
a time synchronization method. We contribute with a
solution for time-synchronization on the physical layer
that can synchronize groups of sensor nodes with high
accuracy, low overhead and outstanding speed. The timesynchronization we present is a method for establishing
a common time-frame among participating nodes and to
control the local oﬀsets against this global time-frame.
Based on this synchronization, some applications are discussed.
A. Levels of time synchronization
Generally, time synchronization can be implemented
on any layer of the network stack introducing various
diﬃculties. When exchanging signals or packets between
synchronization partners, each layer that is traversed will
introduce uncertainties for the synchronization. Figure
1 shows this. When exchanging synchronization symbols

Fig. 1.

Timings for deviation according to network layer

only on the physical layer, then the only inﬂuence on
the synchronization is the coding, signal generation and
propagation time on the medium. In most cases this is
very small compared to the required accuracy.
As soon as the synchronization is implemented on

higher layers, the synchronization suﬀers from more uncertainties due to time delays added by the underlying
layers that may not be known or predictable. We will
now shortly discuss these delays layer by layer. In the link
layer, packet delays due to transmission or reception will
be introduced. The total amount of time added on the
packets then depends heavily on the link layer protocols.
If the channel access is e.g. a CSMA with random back oﬀ
time, it will be hard to retrieve what the actual delay was
from a higher layer. In case the channel access is simple
transmission (“ﬁre and forget”), the delay will be more
deterministic, but the reliability of the synchronization
suﬀers. In general a accuracy of about 10ms is to be expected. At the network layer packet processes like queuing
and routing will further introduce unpredictable time
delays. Additionally, as packets may come from several
hops away, the transmission time may have serveral eﬀects
on the overall delay which is mostly unpredictable because
most routing algorithms choose the route transparently.
The transport layer adds buﬀering, transparent resending
and other transport control mechanism to the stack. Delay
from these mechanisms are only partially controlled by the
own node thus adding to slightly higher delay uncertainty.
All application near layers contain various application
speciﬁc functionalities that provide high-level abstract
functionality. Delays introduced here are typically in the
area of seconds.
From this perspective, it seems advantageous to implement synchronization methods as low a possible in the
network layers. We now want to quantify the expected
accuracies for implementations on diﬀerent layers as a
rule of thumb. On the physical layer, only the signal
propagation and processing will inﬂuence the accuracy,
which will therefore result in accuracies in the µs area.1 .
II. Application scenarios and requirement
analysis
In this section, we want to analyze some concrete
application scenarios to motivate time synchronization
for practical usage in wireless sensor networks. Based
on the scenarios, we also deﬁne the required distributed
operation parameters such as speed and accuracy for time
synchronization.
A. Sensor value correlation
Sensor fusion has found a lot of attention in the research
on sensor networks. In many cases, the low-level combination of sensor values and measurements series is helpful or
necessary when monitoring events in the physical world.
It is often necessary to fuse sensor values that occur e.g.
at diﬀerent places but at the same time. We want to
take the “Smart-its friends”[3] as an example for time
synchronization:
1 calculation example: at a distance of 100m, the radio propagation
time is only around 0.3µs

Two sensor nodes locally measure their acceleration
values and record them in a sliding window. They compare
their last series of values with each other, and when they
recognize a similar movement pattern, they assume to be
attached to the same object and thus declare themselves
as “friends”.
Similar ideas have also been used for more advanced
user interaction and recognition applications in [4] and
[5]. To compare movements patterns between objects,
the series of acceleration values must be highly timesynchronized; the tolerable derivations are typically smaller then 100 ms (in [5] typically 50 ms).
B. Location systems
Location information is one of the most interesting
attribute to sensor values. In this paper, we want to
take a closer look at ultrasound indoor positioning systems with high accuracy which in many cases use time
synchronization as a system basis. Besides early research
prototypes and systems such as the Active Bat system
[6], Cricket System [7], Dolphin [8] and RELATE [9], [10],
there are many commercial systems available. The time
synchronization necessary for ultrasound location systems
is in the area of 10µs2 . For a location system based on
ultrasound (or even audible signals) the time synchronization accuracy should be in the area of µs. Referring
back to ﬁgure 1, it is clear that the synchronization must
be implemented on the physical layer to achieve such high
accuracies.
III. Distributed Signaling
The time synchronization mechanism presented in this
paper is based on the idea of distributed signaling. We
do not consider a central instance or master node that
serves as a time reference beacon. Instead, we understand
synchronization as a general task supported by each participant in the network. We propose a fully distributed
mechanism based on random beacon transmission. The
time in our proposal is divided into frames to form a
TDMA system. At the beginning of each frame there
is a beacon transmission to re-synchronize nodes in the
network. A beacon contains a reference point in the
time, such that any node receiving a time-synchronization
beacon can re-synchronize its local clock according to the
received reference point in time. In our system, every
synchronized node will send out beacons to re-synchronize
its neighbors. During idle times, every node is requested
to also listen to beacons of other nodes to re-synchronize
its own local clock. Using distributed operation, we run
into the problem of coordination. If we do not establish
a certain controlled coordination, it is unclear which
node would transmit re-synchronization beacon at what
times or in which frames. In ﬁgure 2 we can see that
2 Calculation example: with 10 µs time accuracy, one can expect
a minimum location error of: x = v · t = 340 m
· 10µs = 3mm
s

the random operation leads to collisions. These collisions
could be taken care of by introducing random accesses for
beaconing processing in a CSMA or TDMA fashion. The
distributed random operation introduces even more problems known from wireless networks: hidden and exposed
terminals can severely aﬀect the synchronization quality,
such that nodes could often miss resynchronization events
and therefore loose system connection.

in a collision. Two stations sending a normal narrowband modulated synchronization-packet at the same time
will collaborate in such a way so that other stations will
still receive the message. Figure 4 shows an architectural
view of such a process. The key to the operation are

Fig. 4. Collaborative mechanisms on the network layers enable the
collision-free, simultaneous synchronization

Fig. 2. Distributed beaconing process without sophisticated control
mechanisms: collisions can occurr

collaborative aspects on the network layers, especially
superimposed radio signals. In section V, we explain in
details how such an operation can be realized.
IV. Analysis of Related Work

To overcome the problem of coordination of beaconing,
hidden and exposed terminals and other obstacles in the
protocol design, we want to implement a system operation
as described in ﬁgure 3. Nodes transmitting at the same time do not cause a destructive collision. The channel access
for the beaconing process does not need to be controlled
by CSMA-style methods and simultaneous beaconing does
not harm the system. There are several ways how such a

Fig. 3.

Distributed beaconing process without collisions

system could be established. A classical approach would
be to use multiple access schemes known from radio
communications. As the nodes are located nearby and
transmit during the same times3 the only choices left
are FDMA and CDMA systems. The network would be
partitioned into clusters and diﬀerent frequencies or codes
would be used to avoid colliding transmissions. Such an
approach leads to follow-up problems: how to choose the
correct codes or frequencies to avoid overlapping? These
questions result in the graph coloring problem and are
known to be only eﬃciently solved for static topologies.
In mobile scenarios the coordination overhead explodes.
We shortly motivated that it is not trivial to coordinate the distributed beaconing process using classical
approaches such as FDMA, CDMA or TDMA (with e.g.
token ring or CSMA access). We therefore like to propose
a radical new approach: A system, where simultaneous
transmissions on the same frequency band do not result
3 at least for the case of a collision; otherwise there won’t be a
collision

We like to review some relevant protocols in the sensor
network area that address time-synchronization for wireless sensor network and evaluate them against the assumptions and requirements we derived in our analysis in
section II. Important aspect are accuracy, speed, overhead
and usability for our target scenarios.
A. LTS
The “Lightweight Time Synchronization ”-protocol
[11],uses pair-wise synchronization, which is then expanded into multi-hop networks using tree-structures. For
the pair-wise synchronization, a packet is exchanged and
the transmit and receive times are locally stored. After
the circulation of the packet between the partners, the
unknown transmission time can be subtracted and the
clocks can be re-synchronized. This method works on a
fairly high level of the networking layers and can only
produce good results, when the unknown delay due to
transmission is (according to [11]): a sum of transmission
delay, signal propagation on the channel, reception delay
and channel access delay) and protocol implementation is
identical for all nodes. In theory, the authors expect to
achieve a time synchronization accuracy of around 100 µs
with a certainty of 99% for typical cases. In simulations
they achieve a accuracies at about 100ms. Both values are
too large for our envisioned target scenarios.
B. RBS
Reference broadcast synchronization [12] is similar to
the synchronization methods proposed in this paper. It is
based on the exchange of synchronization packets on the
physical layer and achieves typical accuracies better than
5µs. The RBS system is receiver centric, such that if two
or more nodes receive the identical sync-packet from a
remote node, they would compare their local reception
times among each other in a following communication
process and then correct their clocks to a common view.

The drawback of RBS is that the transmitted synchronization packet does not contain an absolute time reference
of the transmitting node. Only the relative times between
receivers are corrected. The authors further propose an
extension to multi-hop operation that included many
nodes and various topologies. The authors do not discuss
optimal coordination for the pervading of synchronization
which – especially for dense settings – will introduce
relevant overhead.
C. Mini-sync und Tiny-sync
The synchronization methods tiny-sync and mini-sync
are mainly dealing with the drift of local oscillators, which
is caused by hardware variations due to production or
environmental inﬂuences such as temperature diﬀerences.
The authors model the correlation between a local time
ti and the reference time t as linear:
ti (t) = ai t + bi

[13, f ormula(1)]

(1)

now, the relation between two local clock can be formulated as:
t1 (t) = a12 t2 (t) + b12

[13, f ormula(2)]

(2)

If now node 1 and node 2 want to correct their local clocks,
a packet is exchanges from nodes 1 to 2 and back to 1. As
the causal order of the events is clearly determined (t0 <
tb < tr ), one can assemble inequations to ﬁnd the upper
and lower bounds for the unknown aij and bij . The more
packets are exchanged, the more converges the estimation.
The diﬀerence between mini-sync and tiny-sync is that
tiny-sync always uses only the minimum number of times
to determine the bounds whereas mini-sync memorized
more than the necessary number of values. The authors
show in simulation that typically 40 of such time values
are enough to achieve 3ms of synchronization for singlehop and 30ms for multi-hop networks. For the envisioned
scenarios and use-cases of this paper, these accuracies will
not be suﬃcient.
D. BitMAC
The BitMAC [14] Protocol proposes the use of a
collision-free system for time-synchronization. We extend
the time-synchronization systems of BitMAC, with focus
on distributed operation and issues on the physical layer.
BitMAC is based on distributed bit transmission from
diﬀerent sources. BitMAC claims, that preambles and
other packet parts can be left out. The use of BitMAC
for synchronization is as follows: Nodes simultaneously
transmit a certain bit-sequence. Doing so, collision can
be avoided, as BitMAC assumes that the communication
channel has an “OR”-characteristic. This is illustrated in
ﬁgure 5. Similar assumption on the physical layer can
also be found in [15]. However, the nature of radio waves
imposes problems with this assumption. In this paper,
we want to clarify the problems and contribute with a

Fig. 5. “Identical transmissions by two senders with small synchronization errors. The receiver will see slightly stretched “1”bits
and slightly compressed “0”bits ”. From [14, Figure 5, page 6]

solution. Secondly, BitMAC uses a centralized architecture where the synchronization is always initiated by a
single, central node. We instead present a fully distributed
process without centralized coordination. BitMAC also
assumes a natural averaging through the simultaneous
transmission. Several authors ([16], [17], [18], [19]) have
looked into this subject and it will also be a subject in
our paper.
V. Syncob: Collaborative Time Synchronization
Our proposed collaborative synchronization Syncob 4
depends on various collaborative aspects. We will now
separate them by the network layers and explain in details
what mechanisms lead to the radial new approach.
A. collaborative physical layer
Referencing back to ﬁgure 4, we now want to explain how a collision-free synchronous transmission in
the same frequency band can be realized. In ﬁgure 6,
node a and node b send a synchronization packet at
the same time. In this simple example, the synchronization corresponds to the emission of a synchronization
packet; a symbol plus a preamble which are modulated binary. The binary sequence of the synchronization
packet is in this case “10101010101011001”. In the example, the binary modulation is mapped to the modulation symbols S0 and S1 which are then transmitted as
S1 S0 S1 S0 S1 S0 S1 S0 S1 S0 S1 S0 S1 S1 S0 S0 S1 to the channel.
Channel and source coding mechanisms like whitening of
data stream, manchester encoding, bit-stuﬃng etc. have
to be disabled. With the collaborative concept of our
mechanism, the two simultaneous emitted packets can
superimpose on the wireless medium and can still be
received by other nodes. This – of course – implies certain
restriction on physical layer and also on the link layer
of the used radio communication. But the eﬀect of our
proposal is immediately clear: the distributed beaconing
process will be supported by the collaborative aspects of
the network layers such that a coordination of beacons
is not necessary. Whether one or more nodes transmit
synchronization packets at the same time does not matter
to the system. Receiving nodes can still receive the packet
4 the name syncob is inspired by the syncope in music theory.
A syncope is a stressing of a normally unstressed beat to produce
a certain rhythm. In the same way, our protocol uses stressing of
certain symbol transmission to produce a certain rhythm: the time
synchronization for a time-framed protocol

by one, two or more stations. The
beaconing is therefore free of protocol
be based on local random processes
status of partner nodes.

Collaborative aspects on the physical layer are a known
and established ﬁeld in the research on wireless and wired
communication. It can normally be found under the term
cooperative transmission. For our case, we are interested
in a very special case of cooperative transmission where
two or more stations use narrow band signals that are
simultaneously transmitted and can constructively superimpose in the radio channel. Similar mechanisms have
been proposed for ultra wide-band operation [16] and also
for certain FSK systems [17], but not for narrow band systems. We want to take a closer look at those mechanisms
from the application and implementation perspective. We
need to design a radio front-end, that can transmit and
receive modulation symbols (for our example only binary
modulation with the two symbols S0 and S1 ) in a cooperative way, such that multiple, synchronous transmitted
symbols on the channel will not cause a non-deterministic
collision. At the same time, we need to respect the strong
restrictions that come along with our target platform, the
low-cost sensor nodes. Sophisticated phase manipulations
or real-time ﬁltering and generating the radio waves in
the time domain with software radio techniques will not be
possible. The typical radio front-end of sensor nodes leaves
very little design space for cooperative transmission; the
modulation will have to be narrowband and a FSK, ASK
or OOK and will also have neither phase-tuning of the
carrier nor software radio function. Therefore, we decided
to use a narrowband binary OOK/ASK to realize the
superimposed radio signals. With OOK, S1 corresponds
to an active transmission of a carrier and S0 corresponds
to no transmission. But when receiving two or more
carriers/signals from diﬀerent sources, the received signal
will be the sum of all signals. Such a summation can lead
to constructive and destructive interference. The latter
would be crucial for the system, as the signals would not
be detected correctly by the receiver. To understand this
problem, we have to go on an excursion of signal processing theory on the physical layer of radio communication:
Excursion: superimposed radio signals When two
or more radio signals (in a simple case only the pure
carrier) are transmitted simultaneously, they will sum
up on the channel. When the carrier frequencies and
phases of the emitted waves are not perfectly aligned
and synchronized, the superposition will cause alternating
destructive and constructive interference. These interferences will vary in time and space. Figure 6 shows an
extreme example of a resulting received signal as a superposition of two incoming signals from diﬀerent sources.
The carrier frequency are slightly diﬀerent causing a
slowly interference pattern in the receiver. Only when
monitoring the received signal for more than a period
of the frequency of the envelope modulation, a robust

Fig. 6. Superimposed radio signals can result in destructive interference. The time-signal top down: Two base band TX amplitudes
of two OOK transmitters, the received base band amplitude (RSSI)
signal as a sum of the transmitted signal, the bit-decision output of
the transceiver.

detection can be guaranteed. As the symbol duration of
S1 , S0 is typically only some 10µs and the envelope period
can be as high as several 10ms, the system is not well
designed. The observation time (duration of Symbols)
must be longer than the period of the observed signal
(period of the incoming signal)!
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Fig. 7. Applying signatures to the emitted signal improves the
short-time statistic of the received amplitude of superimposed radio
waves

To solve this, we propose to modify the emitted signal
by spreading the spectrum with a signature. With this, we
can achieve that the period of the received signal envelope
is shortened. We simulated several signatures as bandlimited noise and applied them to the transmitted signal.
Figure 7 shows the pdfs of the received signal power. We
apply two signals with power one and superimposed them
in the channel – we would then in the receiver expect
to detect a power of two. Without signatures and with
incoherent carriers (which will be the case for our scenario
of simultaneous emitted symbols), one can see that the
pdf (denoted with ∆) is fairly unusable. We get a very
broad distribution with even high diﬀerential probabilities
at extremes. Then, with increasing bandwidth of the
signature, we approach the ideal case of coherent phases.
The detection is improved and can form the basis of our
collaborative physical layer.
As the time-synchronization is not perfect, the start
times of the signals will not be perfectly aligned. In ﬁgure
8 we show an extreme example of such an oﬀset ∆t. With

these time-shifts between the transmitters, the received
signal will get fuzzy edges and the times, where waves
are emitted (during S1 , whereas during S0 there is no
emission) will be dominant. Figure 6 is a good practical
proof for the assumption in [14] and [15] that the channel
will have and “or”-behavior, if we modulate with OOK like
described above. The higher the time-shift ∆t between
the nodes is, the harder will it be for the receiver to
guarantee correct detection as the signal borders and
signal durations will get more and more fuzzy. We will
discuss the theoretical limit in section V-D. For further
discussions on signal formation and detection, we refer
the interested reader elsewhere: We showed the eﬀect of
superimposed radio signals already in an implementation
in [19] and [20] and also derived a new modulation system
for collaborative physical layers in [21]. For the detection
of the simultaneous signals, a Maximum-Likelihood decision on an energy-detector can be used.

and reception, the distributed operation is stable an
eﬃcient.
Automatic rate control. Each node locally decides
on its own synchronization transmit rate. When many
nodes are around, the number of necessary transmits
per time and node is reduced. Nodes control this
behavior locally and such collaboratively ﬁnd a stable
solution for the distributed operation.
Distributed operation. The nodes have no additional communication channel to organize and control
the synchronization process. All active exchange is
the emission and reception of the explained synchronization sequence. The process of establishing
and stabilizing of the synchronization is free of hierarchies or pre-deﬁned individual parameterization.
Each node has the exact same starting point and the
same rights and responsibilities.
Through these distributed and collaborative parts of the
system, the nodes can build up and stabilize the synchronization eﬃciently. Figure 9 shows a simpliﬁed ﬂow
chart of the synchronization state machine in the nodes.

Fig. 8.
Time-shifts can harm the collaborative physical layer.
The time- signals from top-down: Two base band amplitudes of
transmitters with a relevant time-oﬀset ∆t; the received base-band
amplitude (RSSI)

B. collaborative link layer
Our proposal of a link layer includes all other aspects
of our Sycob protocol. We will now separate them and
explain collaborative aspects for each of the listed topics:
Building up a synchronization. Each node is
equally responsible for establishing synchronization.
Nodes that are left alone actively start
synchronizations and actively listen for existing
synchronizations. Whenever they ﬁnd a remote
synchronization, they accept the synchronization
and collaborate with the remote station. Or they wait
for other nodes accepting their own synchronization
Stabilizing a synchronization. Each node in a
synchronized network is responsible for keeping up
the synchronization. There are no master nodes nor
cluster heads or any other preferred nodes taking
care of this important task. It lies in the responsibility of each node to accept, re-synchronize to
incoming synchronizations packet and promote synchronization and re-synchronization to other. With
the eﬀect of smoothing and averaging on the physical
layer (see section V-A) and the collision free emission

Fig. 9.

The ﬂow chart of the collaborative synchronization

C. collaborative network layer and topological issues
The Syncob protocol naturally extends to multi-hop
scenarios such as the distributed operation is not limited to a fully connected topology. As long as sensor
nodes detect and transmit synchronization symbols, the
time-synchronization is stabilized. Nevertheless, there are
certain limitations that we consider as future work for
syncob:
Oversized loops. When a propagating time-frame
returns to the originator over a very long path, the
error propagation can then lead to a time-shift that
is not acceptable for the collaborative physical layer.
Then, two transmissions of neighbors would lead to a
collision. There are various possibilities to deal with
this eﬀect. One way is to extent the bit-timings of the
collaborative physical layer to accept the maximum

time synchronization for the AwareCon Protocol [23].
AwareCon is a TDMA protocol with a time frame of
13ms. In the beginning of each 13ms frame, Syncob is used
to re-synchronize the network. This requires 4% of the
frame time. With a symbol length (S0 and S1 ) of 24 µs,
Syncob guarantees a time synchronization accuracy of 4µs
among all nodes. The pParts carry a 10ppm Quarz and
can synchronize to an existing received symbol with the
accuracy of one instruction (0.2µs). So looking back to (4)
!
with the requirement of ttol = 4µs, we see that tresync =
−6
4µs + 0.2µs/20 · 10 = 210ms. With the frame size of
13ms, that means, Syncob has to be resynchronized at
least every 16 time frames. For stability in the implementation, Syncob tries to resynchronize every slot and and
switches the status to unsynchronized after 7 time-frames
without resynchronization. Another important aspect is
the total physical area that a single cell with Syncob
running can cover. For this, we must extend (4) with the
variable propagation delay tdelay on the medium:
ttol = t∆init + tp · 2k + tdelay

cumulated probability function

occurring time-shift. For this, assumptions on the
maximum physical and topological extension of the
network must be taken.
Concurrent islands. This situation occurs when
two independent networks come into reach range. The
nodes in the overlapping area then have a membership conﬂict. In S-MAC [22], this situation is solved
by letting these nodes adopt to both time-frames,
another option is to switch to diﬀerent channels.
Generally such situations are characterized by three
fundamental processes: conflict detection, conflict information propagation and conflict resolution. The
most interesting point here is the resolution of the
situation of two synchronization schemes. Syncob
aims at a common synchronization for all nodes and
therefore multi-frequency approaches are not feasible.
The problem of concurrent islands can ﬁnally be reduced to the common problem of a preference or leader
election in distributed systems. One synchronizationscheme must be superior to the other. A classical
approach to leader election is the use of a unique
identiﬁer. Then, a feasible mechanism must be found
to propagate the preference or leader throughout the
complete network.
D. Time synchronization considerations
As Syncob is based on distributed, synchronous transmitting of equal symbols, it is important to determine
the tolerable oﬀset between nodes with which the system
can still work. When the synchronization oﬀset between
nodes is too large, then the synchronous transmission
will no longer work, as the symbols cannot constructively
superimpose but will randomly collide.
We are now looking at the trade-oﬀ between Quartz
accuracy and resynchronization. Assuming e.g. two nodes
that are initially aligned with an oﬀset of t∆init , a maximal
tolerable time-oﬀset ttol and a Quartz accuracy of k[ppm]
on a nominal oscillation frequency f0 and period T0 , then
we can calculate the necessary period of a synchronization
tresnyc for a worst case scenario of two nodes with contrarily extreme Quartz inaccuracies. The diﬀerence between
the oscillation periods is
∆T = T0 (

1
1
−
)
1−k 1+k

(3)

Then we ﬁnd the trade-oﬀ between Quarz accuracy and
re-synchronization time tp as:
ttol

2k
= t∆init + tresync (
) ≈ t∆init + tp · 2k
1 − k2

(4)

VI. Implementation
Syncob was implemented on pPart particle computer
sensor nodes5 which is used in many applications in
diﬀerent labs.. There, it forms the basis of collaborative
5 http://www.particle-computer.de

(5)
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Another important measure is the time needed to synchronize a node to a network. For this, we set up a test
environment with particle computers and recorded the
times needed for a node to enter the state “synchronized”.
The distribution of times is plotted in ﬁgure 10. The
experiment yielded an average value of 40ms for two
isolated nodes that come into radio range and an average
of 12.6ms for a node that comes into range of an already
established and synchronized network.
VII. Evaluation and Conclusion
With Syncob, we presented a time-synchronization protocol for wireless sensor networks based on various collaborative aspects. The major part is the collaboration on
the physical layer which leads to a scalable, intrinsically
stable and distributed synchronization. Syncob only required local knowledge, avoiding additional overhead through
packet exchange for coordination. We evaluate the Syncob
protocol using the requirement analysis from section II.
Syncob can be implemented with little overhead and leads
to accuracies in the area < 10µs. With the high accuracy

of synchronization, Syncob is suited for the use of sensorfusion and coordination for wireless sensor networks. It
can even form the time-synchronization basis for sensible
applications like location systems based on time-of-ﬂight
of ultra- or audible sound. In table I, we summarize
the properties and application domains for the discussed
protocols. All other proposed protocols require additional
coordination packet exchanges in addition to the actual
time synchronization. Under high mobility, this can lead
to complicated cases, when synchronization partner lost
their single-hop connection during the synchronization
process. Syncob instead is ideal for the case of mobile
scenarios as it naturally averages the signals of the nodes
in range and locally adapts the transmission rates for an
equalized load.
protocol

accuracy,
[layer]

sensor
corr.

location
system

mobile
scenarios

LTS
mini-sync
RBS
BitMAC
Syncob

100 µs, [ll]
30 ms, [ll]
5 µs, [phy]
20 µs, [phy]
4 µs, [phy]

yes
no
yes
yes
yes

no
no
yes
limited
yes

limited
limited
limited
limited
yes

TABLE I
Parametric comparison of time synchronization protocols.
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